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With only our third year in operation, SMCAMA has taken major strides in creating awareness around our small 
campus of 2,500 students. This year was full of changes as our previous advisor, Larisa Genin, stepped down to 
pursue an administrative role, and Neal Bishel, a graduate business professor, took on the role of advisor a few 
months into the school year. Part way through our fall semester, our Vice President of Membership, Matt LeBel, 
dismissed himself from our executive board to focus on other areas of studies. Even though we had a change of 
leadership, our executive board stayed true to our initiatives which were discussed during the summer planning 
meetings. 


Our first initiative was to increase brand awareness of SMCAMA around the Saint Mary’s campus. The first step 
in accomplishing this was to reexamine our Mission and Vision statement. The executive board wanted to 
ensure that we were doing all that was possible to stay true with what we are promising our members. Secondly, 
we wanted to revamp the current logo, so executive board created a new concept that aligned the AMA and the 
Saint Mary’s with font, colors, and design. Then, we decided upon our theme of “Expanding Horizons”. This 
theme represented the executive board’s new strategic approach to pursue new challenges. We focused our efforts 
mainly on brand identity and developing relationships with departments on campus, such as the Career Center, as 
well as our professional speakers that we invited on campus. This year, the executive board also branded a motto: 
“Explore. Excite. Excel”. The motto encompasses the main goals that SMCAMA strives for: encouraging our 
members to explore different career opportunities through our events, excite the SMC community with offering our 
volunteer services and expertise, and having our members excel as they discover their career paths. The board has 
included our motto with every event that we have had this year, and we have seen the direct results happen before 
our eyes. A line of students waiting to talk to an entrepreneur or the curiosity of teenagers as they learn how a 
career in marketing can help them be successful are all ways our SMCAMA members and executive board has 
seen our motto come to life. From a survey done near the end of the first semester, the executive board found that 
62.5% of our members and potential members are aware of SMCAMA, and 81.3% are aware of SMCAMA 
events. From this, we can determine that our awareness campaign is very effective.


Our second initiative was to maintain brand management as the year went on. We hosted many events with 
professional speakers for students, as well as, increased our participation in community activities. Within the AMA 
community, the executive board reached out to other campus chapters to build relationships in addition to 
participating in some of the National AMA competitions.


Although this year was not about drastically increasing membership dues or fundraising, we continue to improve on 
these areas with each event that we have. For the executive board, the most important asset for our SMCAMA 
members is the networking and professional development opportunities which will help make them stand out in a 
career fair, an interview, or networking function. This year, the executive board wanted to continue to provide 
outstanding professional development to our members (our event counts were almost doubled from the previous 
year) and show how much of an impact being a member of SMCAMA and AMA can be on college students who are 
beginning to enter the workforce.


As we continue to make the Saint Mary’s Collegiate Chapter improve and succeed in the best ways possible, we 
hope you enjoy reading our annual report as much as we have enjoyed taking on new challenges and making a 
lasting impact on our members.


Sincerely,


Kelly Fisher, 2010-2011 President
Elizabeth Novotny, Vice President of Advertising & Public Relations
Matthew King, Vice President of Programs & External Relations
Paul Wright, Vice President of Finance
Mariel Jordan, Vice President of Communications & Community Service
Neal Bischel, Faculty Advisor
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The executive board began the year with aspirations of pushing the SMCAMA chapter to the next level. 
We have succeeded in many of our goals and have fell short of a few. The loss of our Vice President of 
Membership ultimately disrupted new membership opportunities. However, we have built a strong alliance 
with the campus Career and Development Center, where many of our potential members are learning 
about us. Our brand awareness campaign has been very successful, as we have increased our means of 
communication to our members and the community. Critical to our expansion campaign, we have 
enhanced our web presence in multiple ways: 


Facebook
Our friends have increased 12% from the beginning of the fall semester to 
the beginning of the spring semester (628 friends to 708 friends). This number 
does not account for the loss of graduating members and other friends not 
interested in events we publicize through Facebook.  


Twitter
Feed had increased by 600% of followers from 6 to 42. We have also 
established twitter relationships and “retweets” with other collegiate and 
professional AMA chapters as well as local news and Marketing companies. 
The number of twitter accounts we follow has increased 291% from 23 to 90 
accounts. 


Linkedin
A group for SMCAMA alumni was created this year to keep our alumni, 
current students, and possible contacts updated. The group had 0 members 
at the start of the year, and now has 11, a huge surpass of our goal of 5 
people. We are working towards our goal of 15 by the end of spring semester.


SMCAMA.com
This year we launched SMCAMA.com, which is hosted by WordPress. The 
website includes membership information, executive board bios, blogs about 
our events and event information. It also includes links to our other social 
media sites; including Facebook and twitter.


Awareness around campus can also be attributed to our new SMCAMA brand identity. It has combined 
colors of AMA and Saint Mary’s, which makes a stronger and recognizable logo for SMCAMA. We 
continue to build alliances with Alumni, many of whom have volunteered their time to talk to both 
undergraduate and MBA students. We have created, designed and will host a large networking event, 
“Marketing’s Meet the Firms” for students to talk to marketing professionals about career and internship 
opportunities. This year we have also reached out to begin collaboration with the local professional 
chapter, SFAMA, and other Collegiate Chapters, like AMA at CSU Sacramento, GGU Marketing Club and 
CSU Long Beach Chapter. Another accomplishment for our executive board and members is our 
increase in volunteer activities both on and off campus.
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Professional Events 


Social Media
September 18, 2010
Speakers Bill Orr, Executive Vice President of Racepoint Group & Andy Boe of VMWare, presented their unique 
experiences and perspectives on how social media marketing strategies have helped build and strengthen their 
brands, establish online communities, engage customers in conversation and increases in business development.  
Both speakers also provided best practices and insight on the future of social media and how advancements in 
technology will impact new opportunities for marketers to increase their brand awareness and social media 
following.


Attendees: 40


Entrepreneurship
November 11, 2010
Randy Haykin, Founder of Haykin Innovation and Professor at The University of California, shared his experiences 
building an idea into a successful business venture, focusing on: how to identify opportunities, assessing risk, 
develop essential components of a sound business plan and how to attract investment capital. He emphasized 
foreseeable challenges aspiring entrepreneurs can expect to face and how to approach the unforeseeable 
obstacles that can lead to failure. Randy also discussed methods, perspectives & strategies for successfully 
pursuing entrepreneurial opportunities in the current economical climate.
Attendees: 70


Professional Workshops


Marketing Career Fair: Marketing’s Meet the Firms
Date: March 8, 2011
Collaborate with the SMC Career Center to plan, organize 
and host a recruitment event that allows students to 
pursue and set up interviews for possible entry-level, full-
time and internship positions. This is the first year SMC 
has embraced an event focused on students seeking 
positions in the Marketing and Communications fields. 
Expanding on SMC’s excellent career center resources, 
our goal is to further support their efforts by bringing in 
firms and industry professionals students want to engage 
to jumpstart their careers. 


Business Etiquette: “The Big Idea of Small Talk”
Date: March 16, 2011
Gina Snyder of the Saint Mary’s College Career and 
Development Center will provide insight into appropriate 
business demeanor. She has created scenarios for 
students to learn proper business protocols like the 
handshake, introductions, and network mingling. 


SMCAMA members will learn and exercise a professional 
demeanor in the workplace, at meetings and other 
professional functions. Gina Snyder will also discuss the 
appropriate use of communications for business students 
like voicemail, email and social networking sites.


Dinner Etiquette
Date: March 30, 2011
Gina Snyder of the Saint Mary’s College Career and 
Development Center will guide students through a 
business reception and professional dining scenarios. As 
many business relationships are nutured in a dining 
environment, She will explain the proper business 
conduct to SMCAMA members. Gina will also address the 
many pitfalls people have when eating and conversing in a 
business setting.
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Professional Development 
Overview


SMC AMA Board has been in the process of developing an outstanding schedule of events and workshops 
intended to provide SMC students with invaluable exposure to the perspectives from relevant industry experts, 
while nurturing vital marketing and business skills. Through these events, we also hope to raise awareness of the 
AMA and increase annual memberships. Previously, our events averaged 20 attendees. Our efforts to expand our 
event promotion through our social media network have doubled our attendance. 
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Consumer Marketing
December 2, 2010
Tiffin Groff, Director of Customer Planning & Marketing at Peet’s Coffee and Tea, discussed the nature of the highly 
competitive retail industry and the essential components of a strong retail marketing campaign, focusing on: 
strategies for both effective engagement with consumers & related factors that influence their purchasing decisions 
& preferences.  She highlighted the connections between the lifestyle trends and expenditure characteristics of 
customers, and explained the significance of the retail shopping experience and how a fresh and relevant storefront 
design contributes to a successful retail environment and establishes a competitive advantage.
Attendees: 27


Event Planning
March 24, 2011
Leslie Fisher, Director of Commencement will be prepared to discuss career paths in event marketing and different 
facets of event marketing, including corporate events and trade shows.


Sports Marketing
April 6, 2011
Mario Alito, Sr. Vice President, Corporate Marketing for the San Francisco Giants, is responsible for all corporate 
sponsorship sales at AT&T Park, including the signage presentation, special events, promotions, Giants Magazine, 
Giants Yearbook, production and creative services.  Mario will share his experience working with the current World 
Champions and discuss the team’s marketing strategies.


Advertising/PR
April 27, 2011
Our speaker will discuss how advertising contributes to an effective marketing strategy, focusing on different types 
of advertising (informative, persuasive, comparative) and their respective objectives.  Speaker will also emphasize 
the importance of repetition, placement and quality of advertising campaigns. 
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Professional Development 


Competitions
Marketing Week Competition
Date: September 18, 2010
Marketing week was a great week for SMCAMA. Our executive board met and we held a meeting for our general 
members. Our Fundraising for the week was a Pennini’s Pasta Fundraiser. We also met with the Business School 
Dean to discuss sponsorship opportunities. We had Marketing Professor, Larisa Genin, present "Careers in 
Marketing" for current Saint Mary's students. The board visited high schools to increase awareness to high school 
seniors on how to get involved on campus. We talked to prospective students at Saint Mary's Fall Preview Day. 
Overall, Marketing Week was the first successful venture as an executive board for the year.


AMA Saves Lives
Date: Fall/Spring Semester
To get involved in AMASavesLives, SMCAMA mainly used social media to create general awareness. While we 
attempted to get students involved, most of our efforts were used on blog posts and twitter updates. While not all of 
our efforts were recorded, we hope to participate more in the following years.


Miscellaneous 
Marketing Week
Date: October 3 - 9


Resume CD
Spring Semester
Create a resume CD to distribute to 
speakers & potential employers at 
networking functions.


Internship Packet
Spring Semester
Created an internship packet with internship opportunities. 
Reached out to the Career Center to help with internships that 
would be a potential fit for SMCAMA members and the Business 
Administration Internship Advisor. Internship opportunities posted 
@ www.smcama.com
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Professional Development 


SMC AMA Brand Identity


Our first objective as the 2010 - 2011 SMCAMA Board was to identify and develop a mission and vision 
that ultimately translated into a motto and brand identity.  Our motto: “Explore. Excite. Excel.” 
encompasses the three primary goals that SMCAMA strives for; encouraging our members to explore 
different career opportunities through our events, excite the SMC community with our extracurricular 
offerings to the student body, and finally, we hope our members will ultimately excel as they discover the 
direction of their career path. 


Explore. Excite. Excel.


www.smcama.com


Final logo and motto


After several revisions, we feel our final logo and motto gives SMCAMA our own unique identify, while 
maintaining consistency with the larger brand of Saint Mary’s College


SMCAMA 2010 - 2011 Board Members


Kelly Fisher
President 


Elizabeth Novotny
Executive Vice President
Vice President, Advertising & PR


Matthew King
Vice President,
Programs & External Relations


Paul Wright
Vice President, Finance


Mariel Jordan
Vice President,
Communications & Community Service


Neal Bischel
Faculty Advisor
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Professional Development 


SMC AMA Business Cards


Besides our marketing collateral, we designed and printed business cards and letterhead in effort to 
improve our perception with everyone we engage on a professional level. 


SMC AMA Marketing Collateral


In addition to developing a new brand identity for SMCAMA, we created marketing collateral and other 
documentation aimed to both attract new membership and educate prospective guest speakers and 
strategic partners about are organization's goals and objectives. 
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Professional Development 
Membership & Event Survey


In effort to improve our event offerings, the SMCAMA Board conducted a survey that polled past 
attendees, gaining feedback on how well we have structured our events and how we can better 
accommodate student’s schedules to improve participation. Survey based on the participation from 20 
students.


We found that most interested SMC students are 
aware of SMCAMA and our event schedule. While 
students seem to know when and where our 
events are held, communicating information 
explaining how to join AMA or seek a position on 
the board can be improved. 


Combining our social media network with 
traditional on-campus marketing outlets, we 
learned email is the method of communication 
that works best for students who are interested 
in SMCAMA.


Besides finding the best time for students to 
attend, it’s invaluable to understand how well our 
attendees respond to the events we organize.  We 
strive to organize compelling guest speakers to 
discuss the business & professional development 
topics students desire.  


Accommodating students’ busy schedules is 
challenging, but insight on their availability 
preferences helps us find the days and times 
that work best for most potential attendees. 
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Run For Hunger: April 25th, 2010
Objective: Members entered run to raise funds. Raising awareness and support for the local and global issue 
of hunger and poverty.
Result: Although not all of our members could attend the run for hunger, a few did participate. They ran 5k for 
a food bank where they could donate $5 or 5 cans. The run helped a larger community service student 
organization on campus. It was great to participate because our members got exercise and ran for a good 
cause.


Carnival 4 Kids: April 8th, 2011
Objective: Create awareness on campus about Carnival 4 Kids, an event that promotes higher education to 
children through the relationships fostered between the children and participating college students. Members 
will be “big buddies” to kids and the SMCAMA will sponsor an activity booth.


High School Presentations: October 4th, 2010 
Objective: Attending local East Bay area high schools to inform exiting high school seniors about what to 
expect from a collegiate-level marketing education, and what the AMA has to offer students that are 
considering majoring in Marketing.  
Result: Members visited Foothill High school’s marketing and business ownership classes. We talked to four 
different classes about what the AMA is and what a career in marketing can do for you.  Finally, we answered 
general questions from students about our college experiences. 


SMC Fall Preview Day: October 10th & November 13th, 2010
Objective: Providing an informational booth at SMC’s fall preview day which supports the admissions center 
with incoming student and family visits. 
Result: (3) Board members ran a booth that coincided with the school of business administration. Answering 
questions of prospective Saint Mary’s students and their parents. Promoting an undergraduate degree in 
marketing and involvement in the SMCAMA.


Academic Fair: October 10th & November 13th, 2010
SEBA (School of economics and business administration) Student Presentations
Objective: Providing answers to questions from prospective Saint Mary’s students and their families about 
choosing a path within SEBA.
Result: (3) Board members gave presentations about their experiences within SEBA and how it has helped 
prepare us for what comes after college. Providing the students a peer analysis rather than a teacher analysis 
of the school. 


Overview


This year, the board ensured a focus and effort on community service opportunities. We devoted SMCAMA 
members to six community service events per semester.  In doing so, we were able to share and develop our 
marketing skills to improve our local community.  The executive board utilized the SMCAMA’s marketing skills by 
partnering with on-campus CILSA (Catholic Institute for LaSallian Social Action), local nonprofit organizations and 
businesses to promote and create awareness throughout the community. 
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Fall Involvement Fair: September 1st, 2010
Objective: Set up a booth devoted to recruiting new SMCAMA members. Target students of all majors that 
have an interest in the Marketing field and getting involved on campus.
Result: (6) Board Members. 35 students attended and learned more about SMCAMA.


DECA NorCal Conference & Judging: March 4th - 5th, 2011
Objective: Help promote the DECA motto of, “preparing emerging leaders and entrepreneurs in marketing, 
finance, hospitality and management in high schools around the globe”. 
Result: Members volunteered as DECA judges, devoting an entire day to participating in marketing skits with 
the high school contestants. Provided beneficial feedback on presentation and interviewing skills.  
 
ARF (Animal Rescue Foundation): End of 2010- Present Day
Objective: Members will raise awareness for this local rescue organization that strives to create a world where 
every dog and cat has a home, and where children learn to care.
Result: Tony LaRussa's Animal Rescue Foundation was involved previously in a marketing class's student 
project. To continue the work being done, SMCAMA members offered their time and knowledge of marketing 
to continue their brand awareness efforts on their website and through public relations. Working with ARF 
allows our members to get real work experience while helping out a non-profit in need.


Students and Professors attending 
our Social Media Event, the first of our 
Professional Development Events for 
the 2010 - 2011 academic year
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Overview


It is important that our chapter is adequately funded and therefore we strive to raise enough resources to 
support our chapter activities.  2010-2011 was excellent year for us as we were able to strengthen the 
relationships with our current fundraising partners as well as gain new ones.  We were also able to overhaul 
our donation solicitation materials. However, due to the conditions of the economy, we were not able to 
generate much in the way of sponsorship. The materials remain in place for future chapter functions.  
Business Cards and Marketing Collateral were also created to aide in our fundraising efforts as it was able 
to give important contact and other information to potential sponsors and fundraising partners.


Pennini’s
Goal: Build a working relationship with Pennini’s Ristorante and create a “hang 
out” destination for students to watch Saint Mary’s College away game sporting 
events on television. Raise $100 through revenue sharing of food and drinks sold 
during away game events.
Actual: Raised a total of $88 from food sales.
Summary: The Pennini’s fundraiser was very successful for the SMCAMA.  While 
we fell short of our fundraising goals, we established a strong relationship with 
Pennini’s and were able to create a fun environment for students to see their 
teams while on the road.


Yogurt Shack
Goal: Raise $50 by handing out coupons to students.
Actual: Raised $45 in the fall semester
Summary: In the fall semester we partnered with Yogurt in our fundraising efforts.  
We handed out coupons to students on campus and were given a 5% share of 
sales for those people who brought in the coupons.  To make sure students were 
aware of the event and coupons we utilized Facebook, word-of-mouth, email, and 
placed ads in our newsletter.


Jamba Juice


Goal: Raise $25 
Actual: Generated $30 through swipe card 
Summary: Partnering with Jamba Juice allowed us to help get our name out to 
Saint Mary’s.  We were given “swipe” cards to hand out and we received 10% of 
profits.  We used these cards in a membership incentive program in which we 
gave the cards to paying members.  


Faculty Donation 
Actual: $200
Summary: We received an unexpected and generous donation from Dr. Larisa 
Genin, former faculty advisor for SMCAMA. Funds will be used for SMCAMA 
Board t-shirts, aid community outreach and other miscellaneous event expenses.
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Overview


For this year, we wanted to create a membership base of 20 members. We wanted to hold monthly 
general membership meetings to allow members to have a say in making chapter decisions. Overall, our 
initiative was to convert non-paying members to fully paid members.


We encouraged membership participation by holding monthly meetings on the first Wednesday of every 
month. This helped with promotion, answering membership questions, and will help in the selection 
process for the next year executive board. We used a variety of communication channels, such as 
Facebook, Twitter, campus promotion and email blasts.


When focusing on new members, executive board members talked to students in the lower division 
classes. We took advantage of our college’s small liberal arts setting to speak to small classes which 
allowed us to answer questions. We targeted potential members through a campus wide and social media 
marketing campaigned that emphasized the benefits of joining SMCAMA and AMA in general. Each 
semester, we held an AMA information session, where again students could ask questions and learn more 
about SMCAMA and how to get involved.


Our membership goals were aimed high for our chapter, especially in the economy. Last year we had 
roughly 15 members, while this year we hoped to reach a membership of 18. Currently, we have 12 
members, but hope to continue to increase this number throughout the rest of the semester.


Literature
Date: Fall & Spring Semester
Maintained and updated a “Why Join 
SMCAMA” flyer to distribute around campus 
and all of the chapter’s events. We also have 
the flyer displayed on our SMCAMA bulletin 
board. The board also created marketing 
collateral which elaborated on our chapter’s 
goals and initiatives, how members can get 
involved, and what benefits they receive.


Bulletin Board
Date: Spring Semester
Updated the SMCAMA bulletin board which 
hangs in the School of Economics and 
Business Administration floor where all 
students can see. We showcased pictures of 
the executive board members, our events 
calendar, and how to join. We also provided 
general information about the chapter and 
what workshops we offer.


Involvement Fair
Spring & Fall Semesters
Date: September 1, 2010 & February 16, 
2011
We set up a booth at the semi-annual Saint 
Mary’s Involvement Fair which helped us 
attract potential members. We informed 
students about the marketing concentration 
and our chapter activities, workshops and 
professional presenters. We also had our 
marketing collateral present as well as 
business cards that we designed.


Informational Meeting
Date: Fall & Spring Semester
Held an informational meeting for interested 
students each semester. We explained what 
AMA was and how it can help them with 
networking and professional engagements. 
We answered any questions and helped them 
fill our membership applications.
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Membership Meetings
Date: First Wednesday of every month
Held monthly meetings for members to come and 
share ideas about how they would like to get 
involved. Roughly 10 members attended


Honors Program
Date: Fall Semester
Spoke with honors students about the SMCAMA 
chapter and the benefits of becoming a member. 
The board distributed membership information 
and advice on how to get involved in an 
academic club on campus.


Business Class Speakers
Date: Fall & Spring Semester 
The board engaged students within the 
classroom by presenting SMCAMA material to 
the business, communication and economic 
classes on campus. Invited potential members to 
membership meetings and explain the benefits of 
a SMCAMA member.


SMCAMA Meet & Greet
Date: November 10, 2010
The Meet & Greet gave potential members an 
opportunity to meet with the executive board and 
current members to learn more about SMCAMA 
and AMA. The event included dinner from our 
sponsors, Pennini’s.


SMCAMA End of the Year Party
Date: April 30, 2011
The executive board will host an end of 
the year party for our members, which will 
give an opportunity to introduce the new 
board members for the 2011-2012 school 
year. The event will mostly be held at one 
of our sponsor’s restaurants.


SMCAMA Membership T-Shirts
T-shirts were designed for the executive 
board to be unified at events. T-shirts 
were also printed for student members. 
This is the first t-shirt designed for 
SMCAMA and features our newly 
designed logo on the front.


Membership Email List
A membership email list was created with 
contact information from events and club 
fairs for the executive board to keep a 
potential membership list. This email list 
was used for promotions for events, 
fundraisers and general announcements. 
91 potential members reside on our list.


Membership Survey


To better understand our target market, the executive board designed a survey asked what times, 
locations and events, our members and potential members wanted. We found that Tuesdays with 29.4% 
and Thursday s with 29.4% are the best days to hold events for our members. Also, with an astounding 
58.8%, we found that starting our events at 6pm was the best time. 62.5% of our members and potential 
members are aware of SMCAMA, and 81.3% are aware of SMCAMA events. From this, we can determine 
that our awareness campaign is very effective. Only 37.5 of our potential members were “sort of” or 
“aware” of SMCAMA. For the spring semester, we hope to increase this to 50%.
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Objective


This year our objective has been to create awareness and promote the SMC AMA brand in its new form 
on campus, in the surrounding community as well as throughout the San Francisco Bay Area. We strive to 
continually build relationships with fellow AMA chapters and promote professional development for all 
students and members. 


Goals


With the rapid growth of the social media industry in our own backyard, our goal has been to fully utilize 
these social media outlets to reach new members and broaden our overall AMA network. We also aim to 
gain more campus awareness and membership through these mediums and expand our reach to the 
MBA students on the Saint Mary’s campus. 


Strategies


One of our new strategies we came up with this year in order to attain our goals was the Email Newsletter 
Campaign: ideally we would send a twice quarterly newsletter including featured articles on marketing, 
upcoming events and recommended links. Our vision was that this would help build a consistent online 
presence and heighten our subscriber numbers on our various social media outlets.


External Communication


Website: (www.smcama.com)


This semester we fully developed our website and posted running blogs and updates on event 
happenings. We also designed a page which highlighted our executive board members with short bios, 
pictures and other affiliated links. Readers could find information on upcoming events, volunteer work and 
involvement opportunities.  Our strengths with this site have been consistency with our updates and blog 
posts in correlation with our events. Our weakness on the other hand is that we need a clearer layout and 
more media integration. Our website additionally serves as a tool for members to view posts for local 
internships with our contacts and alumni. 


Facebook:


This semester we frequently used our AMA facebook page to communicate with students. We found this 
to be a very successful tactic because people tend to respond to facebook invites and messages more 
readily than emails. We have grown our “friends” list from 627 to 830 while accounting for the average 
number of unsubscribe upon graduation. This site also highlights our executive board members, links to 
our weekly blogs, and lists information on upcoming events, fundraisers, and volunteer and involvement 
opportunities. When we were looking to replace our VP of Membership we posted the opening on 
facebook and received a number of inquiries. Our facebook contains links to other media locations for 
easy visibility and accessibility.  Our strength with this site has been the access to the majority of the SMC 
campus and their networks. 
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LinkedIn:


This year we setup a LinkedIn account and began to build our network. This includes relations with other 
collegiate and professional chapters. Our goal was to have 40 connections by year end and at least three 
recommendations from colleagues. We have fallen a bit short but still have a respectable network which is 
growing rapidly as students become more involved and we make more professional connections through 
our events such as Marketing Meet the Firms. Our page gives links to all our other media locations for 
easy visibility and accessibility. Our weakness is that we have some lack of interest from members in this 
site at this time. Our strength with this site is that it gives us credibility with the professional world and 
National AMA chapters.


Twitter:


This year we setup a twitter account and began to establish our brand further in that realm of the social 
media world. We follow important marketing and social media “tweeters.” We also follow and are followed 
by other collegiate & professional chapters.  We frequently use this site to link to other media locations for 
easy visibility and accessibility where followers can learn about upcoming events, fundraisers, and 
volunteer and involvement opportunities. So far our weakness with this site has been the small number of 
students at SMC that use Twitter. We can also only post a limited number of characters which limits the 
amount of event information we can post.  The strength of this site however is that it gives us easy access 
to other marketing, and PR outlets we wouldn’t otherwise have. It also provides user friendly 
communication with other collegiate chapters. 


SMCAMA’s Meet & Greet
Location: On campus
This event was put on by the board to allow current 
members and prospective members to mingle and 
discuss membership benefits, ideas and upcoming 
events. This event was conducted in a casual 
setting where pizza and soda were served.  


Email Newsletter
Location: Online
We used email to disperse information regarding 
SMCAMA activities and events to business, 
communication and economic majors. We also 
contacted Saint Mary’s faculty and alumni to gain 
support for SMCAMA as well as other on campus 
clubs in order to create a partnership.


Digital Signage
Location: Around campus
Our campus offers a number of digital boards in the 
dining hall, lounges and dormitories where we were 
able to post upcoming event information.


Event Flyers
Location: Around campus
We designed captivating flyers about SMCAMA 
events and available resources. These fliers were 
posted around campus as well as distributed in by 
Business and Communication professors in their 
classes. We used over 120 posting sites on campus 
and RA’s bulletin boards.


Teaser Flyer
Location: Around campus
Created a teaser flyer about SMCAMA and how to 
get involved and learn more about our chapter. This 
flier was distributed to Business and Communication 
teachers to pass out in their classes. 


Banner
Location: Around campus
We used a SMC AMA banner at the academic fairs 
where prospective students could learn more about 
how to get involved on campus and events. The 
executive board hopes to have a new banner 
created with our new logo on it which will maintain 
brand consistency.
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Business Cards
Location: Around campus
Business cards featuring our new logo and 
information were passed around to students, 
teachers and community members in order to gain 
awareness and exhibit professionalism. 


SMCAMA Bulletin Board
Location: Around campus
We have a SMC AMA bulletin board in the School of 
Business building which features executive board 
bios, pictures and other club information. 
Applications can also be found on the bulletin board. 


Marketing Collateral Packet
Location: Around campus
The marketing collateral packet was put together as 
a tool to represent SMC AMA in the most 
professional manner to local businesses and 
potential speakers. This tool enables viewers to see 
our past work, future goals and current presence on 
campus. 


SEBA Newsletter
Location: Around campus
Our chapter and upcoming events were featured in 
this newsletter which is delivered to the entire 
student body and MBA program.


Campus Bulletin E-Newsletter
Location: Online
This newsletter featured professional development 
speakers and workshops on the campus e-
newsletter which gave a brief description of the 
event, how they can contact us, and a link to our 
website.


Internal Communication


Email
Location: Online
Email was used very frequently this year to disperse information between the executive board. The board 
also used email to communicate with SMC AMA members. We promoted events and workshops through 
this form of communication as well as sent reminders of how to become a SMCAMA member.


Google Docs:
Location: Online
Our executive board has had the ability to easily communicate and share all documents, ideas, PDFs and 
other related materials via this online document storage site. We also were able to use the calendar 
function to create a comprehensive list of chapter and personal schedules in order to minimize scheduling 
conflicts. 


Skype:
Location: Online
Skype was used as a tool for the board to meet, hold meetings and discuss chapter issues when a live 
meeting was not possible. These meetings were conducted via laptops or even PDAs.  
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Overview


This year, we aimed to create a membership base of 20 members. We planned to schedule monthly 
general membership meetings to allow members the opportunity to participate in making chapter 
decisions. Overall, our initiative was to convert non-paying members to fully paid members. In addition to 
submitting our Chapter Plan and Annual Report to AMA, we developed a transitioning program for the 
2010-2011 Board.


Activities and Strategies


Executive Board Meetings
Hold weekly meetings with board members to plan 
new events, discuss chapter initiatives, brainstorm 
new ideas, and focus the direction of the chapter.


Membership Meetings
Arranged meetings for planning and executing 
chapter strategies. A meeting was held the first 
Wednesday of every month.


Board Member Descriptions & Binders
Provided executive board members with outlines 
of their duties and roles. A SMCAMA binder was 
also put together with examples of work from AMA 
as a resource to the board members.


Chapter Plan
Create a chapter plan to outline SMC AMA goals 
for the academic school year. Use the chapter plan 
as a guide in attaining the chapter’s goals.


Business Cards
Create and distribute business cards to potential 
members, business partners, and other important 
contacts.  As a part of our brand awareness 
campaign the business cards have been useful in 
getting people used to seeing our image and 
recognizing the club on campus.


Marketing Collateral
Provide detailed information regarding the 
American Marketing Association to expand our 
efforts in the brand awareness campaign.  These 
packets were intended for potential members, 
fundraising partners and others who had an 
interest in the AMA and wanted to gain more 
understanding of the club.


Annual Report
Create an annual report that evaluates SMC AMA 
accomplishments. Use the report to identify the 
strengths and weaknesses of the chapter.


Tiffin Groff, Director of Customer Planning & 
Marketing at Peet’s Coffee and Tea and SMC 
MBA Alumni, discusses Consumer Marketing at 
our final event of the fall semester 
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Month Event Info/Theme


May 2010 Weekly Executive Board Meetings, Awards Banquet (Include Alpha 
Mu Alpha)


June 2010 Weekly Executive Board Meetings


July 2010 Weekly Executive Board Meetings


August 2010 Weekly Executive Board Meetings, SFAMA Event with Brian Solis, 
Board Retreat


September 2010 Weekly Executive Board Meetings, Two General Information 
Meetings, Involvement Fair


October 2010 Weekly Executive Board Meetings, Marketing Week (“Careers in 
Marketing” Event), presentations to local high schools, Penniniʼs 
Fundraiser, “Social Media Panel” Event, Making Strides Against 
Breast Cancer, SMC Fall Preview Day


November 2010 Weekly Executive Board Meetings, Entrepreneurialship Event, 
Retailing Event, Hunger Banquet, SMC Fall Preview Day


December 2010 Weekly Executive Board Meetings, ARF (Animal Rescue Foundation)


January 2011 Weekly Executive Board Meetings, Big Idea of Small Talk Event, On-
Campus Consulting


February 2011 Weekly Executive Board Meetings, Event Planning, Dinner Etiquette 
Workshop, On-Campus Consulting, St. Anthonyʼs Foundation


March 2011 Weekly Executive Board Meetings, Advertising/PR Event, Resume 
Workshop/HR Recruiting Panel, SMC AMA Board Recruiting, On-
Campus Consulting, Childrenʼs Hospital of Oakland


April 2011 Weekly Executive Board Meetings, Sports Marketing, Run For 
Hunger, On-Campus Consulting, Carnival 4 Kids


May 2011 Weekly Executive Board Meetings, Awards Banquet (Include Alpha 
Mu Alpha), On-Campus Consulting


Annual Report
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Revenues Expenses


Membership Dues National Dues $495.00


Local Dues $198.00 Speakers


National Dues $495.00 Gifts $40.00


Fundraising Events


Penniniʼs $50.00 Registration $25.00


Yogurt Shack $39.00 Meet & Greet $60.00


Jamba Juice $30.00 Advertising


Sponsorship Fliers $100.00


Round Up $25.00 Copies $50.00


Subway $25.00 Misc. 


Donations Biz. Cards $50.00


SMC Faculty $200.00 Website Dev. $20.00


Carry Over 2011-12 $222.00


Total $1,062.00 Total $1,062.00


Randy Haykin, Founder of Haykin Innovation and Professor at 
The University of California, Berkeley, engages with students 
interested in Entrepreneurialship  
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The Goods – September 2010 
A quarterly review of news, facts and distinctions 


News On Campus 
Debate Draws National Attention to SMC 
Saint Mary’s was in the spotlight as U.S. Senator Barbara Boxer and challenger Carly Fiorina squared off at the College’s 
LeFevre Theatre. About 350 invited guests witnessed the debate, while more than 60 representatives from newspapers, TV, 
radio and blogs filed stories from the Soda Center. Students and faculty members also weighed in. The San Francisco Chronicle 
declared that Saint Mary's was the winner of the debate because of its "gorgeous backdrop and smooth logistics with an army of 
student volunteers." 


Fall 2010-11 Brings Record Entering Class  
Whether measured in terms of quantity, quality, economic diversity or competitiveness, fall 2010 represents the strongest 
entering class in College history. New student enrollment of 907 is the largest in College history. Other results include a 35% 
increase in honors students; 54% identifying themselves students of color; a record number of new students from Lasallian 
partner high schools; growth in the male portion of the class to 39.3%; and most remarkably, total new undergraduate student 
net tuition revenue growth of over $6.5 million and revenue per student increasing by 17.5%. 


Student-Athletes Garner All-Academic Awards 
Eighteen SMC student-athletes earned WCC All-Academic spring awards, with four baseball players, three golfers, one rower, 
four men's tennis players and one women's tennis player being selected to the WCC All-Academic Team. 


Alumna Named Top Asian American in Business 
Catherine Li was named one of the top 50 Asian Americans in Business by the U.S. by the Asian American Business 
Development Center. Other honorees include the CEO of Zappos and the general manager of IBM. 


Website Redesign Firm Selected  
The College's Website Redesign Steering Committee has selected the Oakland-based firm White Whale for the redesign of its 
institutional website and content management system implementation. The new site is slated to launch in February 2011.  


Far-Flung MBA Students ‘Do Business’ In Asia 
Students in the Trans-Global Executive MBA program presented their “Doing Business in Asia” Social Service Management 
projects to their clients in Manila and Bangkok. Director of Global Programs Kathy Warren and professors Shyam Kamath, 
Tomas Gomez and Berna Polat traveled to Asia with 23 students to unveil the projects. 


SMC In the News 
Forbes Gives College Top Ranking For Earning Power of Graduates 
Forbes magazine ranked Saint Mary's fifth in the U.S. for colleges that make its graduates wealthy. It reports that 10 to 19 years 
out, alumni earn an average salary of $97,415, nearly $23,000 more than the average for grads across 611 schools on the list. 


Saint Mary's Acknowledged on Lists of Best Colleges 
Saint Mary's was listed in the college rankings of four national publications. Princeton Review listed the College as one of the 
country's best 373 institutions for undergraduate education. U.S. News & World Report ranked SMC No. 12 among regional 
universities in the western U.S. Forbes ranked the College No. 85 in the nation and No. 9 in California. And SMC was No. 26 
among master's universities in the Washington Monthly rankings, which are based on a college's contributions to society. 


Chronicle of Higher Education Interviews Claude Malary About Service Learning Trip To Haiti 
The Chronicle of Higher Education featured Professor Claude Malary and his return to his home country of Haiti during a 
summer communication and service-learning trip. Eight students participated led by co-instructors Shawny Anderson and 
Malary. Students spent 21 days in Haiti, providing relief service and helping to rebuild some college classrooms in the Port-au-
Prince area. Along with their volunteer service, the students produced multimedia projects, including a blog to document stories.  


Univision/Noticias 14 Spotlights Mission and Ministry's Border Lives Immersion Program 
The evening news program Noticias 14 profiled Border Lives, an immersion program offered through the Mission and Ministry 
Center. The program provides students a better understanding of the experiences of migrants who cross the Arizona desert and 
the political issues surrounding immigration and the border of Arizona and Mexico.  


NBC's Today Show Profiles Saint Mary's 2010 Graduate Monique Garrett 
Al Roker highlighted Real Options for City Kids. Monique Garrett '10 was profiled in the Today Show segment because she 
credits the after-school program with helping her attend a private high school and laying the foundation for her academic career 
at Saint Mary's.
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By The Numbers 
Founded: 1863 
Campus size: 420 acres, 48 buildings 
Schools: Business and Economics, 
Education, Liberal Arts, and Science 
Degrees Offered: BA, BS, MA, MBA, MFA, 
M. Ed, MS, Ed.D 
Average class size: 20 
Undergraduate majors: 38 
Number of full-time faculty: 202 
Classes taught by full-time faculty: 91% 
Faculty with highest degree in their fields: 
95% 
Student/faculty ratio: 12:1 
Number of undergraduates (09-10): 2379, 
including 572 freshmen (last available data 
from 2009-10) 
Number of adult and graduate students 
(09-10): 1,257 
Students of color: 42% 
International students, representing 32 
nations: 4% 
Freshmen living on campus: 100% 
Average high school GPA: 3.4 
NCAA Division I teams: 14  
Club sports teams: 8 
Students who participate in organized 
athletics: 60% 
Annual costs of attendance: 


Tuition: $35,280 
Student activity fee: $150 
Room and board: $12,350 
Miscellaneous: $4,599 
Total: $52,379 


Average financial aid package: $28,760  
Percent of students receiving aid: 80% 
2009-10 operating budget: $100,556,639  
Endowment: $107,593,335 
 


 


Who We Are 


The Saint Mary’s College of California experience inspires learning that lasts 
a lifetime. For nearly 150 years, the College has provided students with a 
rigorous education that engages their intellect and spirit, and awakens a 
desire to transform society. Guided by the Christian Brothers, the Catholic 
Church’s oldest order dedicated exclusively to teaching, the College enrolls 
more than 3,800 students in undergraduate and graduate liberal arts and 
business programs. For more information visit Saint Mary’s College at 
stmarys-ca.edu and just 23 miles east of San Francisco.  
 
Facts and Distinctions 
Faculty 
• Brenda Hillman, Olivia Filippi Professor of Poetry, was awarded the 


2009 Los Angeles Times Book Prize and named one of “50 of the Most 
Inspiring Authors in the World” by Poets & Writers magazine. 


• Professors Roy Allen and Don Snyder have received a prestigious 
Outstanding Paper Award from the Emerald Literati Network for a cutting-
edge analysis of the global financial crisis. 


• Education Professor Katherine Perez spoke at the International Reading 
Association 23rd World Congress on Reading in Auckland, New Zealand. 
The World Congress on Reading drew more than 800 registrants from 
more than 30 countries. 


• Jazz Band director John Maltester was inducted into the California Jazz 
Alliance’s Hall of Fame.  


• Biology and Environmental Science Professor Carla Bossard received 
the California Invasive Plant Council Award for her contributions to 
invasive plant management and protection of California ecosystems. 


• Chemistry professor Steven Bachofer was named a co-director of one of 
five nationwide Centers for Innovation designed to improve science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics education. 


• Rebecca Engle, a performing arts professor since 1983, received a 2009 
Kennedy Center National Teaching Artist Grant. 


• Lysley Tenorio, an associate professor of English and creative writing, 
received the prestigious 2008 Whiting Writers’ Award. 


Students 
 Each year at least one-third of students conduct research with a 


professor. 
 100% of SMC students were accepted into their first choice medical school in 2009. 
 The Saint Mary's College Dance Company was chosen as one of four dances from the western region to be performed at 


the National College Dance Festival at Kennedy Center — the first time in College history. The team was also nominated for 
"Best Performer of the Year." 


 91 percent of SMC seniors report that they regularly challenge their professors’ ideas in class. 
 55 percent of SMC students attend graduate or professional school within five years of their graduation. 
 Participation in semester or longer study abroad programs increased 18% from 2008-09 to 2009-10.   
 Saint Mary’s has jumped from No. 30 to No. 11 in a report by Institute for International Education, which cited 55.6 % of 


undergraduate students participate in either short-term or long-term study abroad experiences. 
 In Fall 2008, Saint Mary’s had a transfer retention rate of 83.5% and a freshman retention rate of 70%. 


Community Engagement 
• Saint Mary’s College of California received a prestigious national honor with a place on the 2009 President’s Higher 


Education Community Service Honor Roll with Distinction. The College was the only institution of higher education in 
the Bay Area to receive the mark of distinction. 


• Saint Mary’s students contribute nearly 30,000 hours annually to social service agencies and organizations around the 
world. 


• Nearly 10% of every graduating class joins a major service organization, such as the Peace Corps, the Lasallian 
Volunteers or Teach for America. 


• The Catholic Institute of Social Action, or CILSA, is celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2009-10. 


Athletics 


• In 2009 2010, – the men’s basketball team made it to the NCAA tournament, advancing to the Sweet 16. Women’s 
volleyball advanced to the second round of the NCAA tournament. Both women’s tennis and softball earned conference 
championships, and men’s soccer went to its first NCAA tournament. Men’s rugby was again ranked as a U.S. top 10 team. 
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Mind and Body 


Turn your passion for sports and exercise into a profession 


Department of Kinesiology at Saint Mary’s College 


 [Inside, First Page] 


Interested in running a sport or fitness program? Want to work in community, high school, college or 
professional sports? Investigating a career in sports medicine? Explore a growing field that’s producing 
leaders in sports management, athletic training, health promotion, exercise science and sports 
medicine. Students interested in studying sport and physical activity find a home in Kinesiology at Saint 
Mary’s College.  Choose from two concentrations: 


- Sport and Recreation Management  
- Health and Human Performance  


Kinesiology students have the opportunity to take a variety of classes grounded in the traditions of a 
liberal arts education. Students focus on people through many perspectives – from anatomy, nutrition 
and sports medicine to sociology and business -- in a small-classroom, laboratory or field setting. 


[Headline] Kinesiology at Saint Mary’s – Two Programs to Suit Your Interests 


- Sport and Recreation Management Emphasis 


Kick-start a career in sport and recreation management by developing leadership skills in fitness, 
athletics and recreation programs. Take coursework in kinesiology, economics and business 
administration, and try your hand at an internship to get real-world experience.  


- Health and Human Performance Emphasis 


Prepare for a career in health and wellness, exercise science or sports medicine while tailoring the 
program to match your career goals. Many students in the Health and Human Performance emphasis 
pursue advanced degrees in the sport and exercise sciences. 


 “The kinesiology department has a unique way of taking each student through the courses. We discuss 
the material and relate it to our everyday life, and then use that information to analyze a sport event. 
We also learn from speaking with sports professionals. This not only teaches us about what they do but 
opens the window of opportunity for jobs after we graduate. ” – Heather Silvers ’11, Sport and 
Recreation Management  
 
“I have enjoyed all my classes. Every day is amazingly interesting! I leave my classes having learned so 
much. I have been exposed to being able to run many types of tests that help people learn what they 
have to do to live better, healthier and happier lives.” – Camila Castaneda ’11, Health and Human 
Performance 
 
 “I chose the Kinesiology program because of its Sport and Recreation Management emphasis. This was 
a field that directly suited my passion and that I want to work in. My favorite class so far has been Sport 







Sociology.  It was very interesting to observe the tremendous impact that sport has on society.” – 
Dominic Russo ’12, Sport and Recreation Management, Economics Minor  


“All the professors are really good teachers. They are always willing to help you, and they are always 
there for their students. The faculty is very passionate about the classes that they are teaching, and you 
can tell they really love their jobs and what they are doing.  – Shayna Wilson ’11, Health and Human 
Performance 


[Back Cover] 


Engaged Faculty  


Working one-on-one with faculty members in a small classroom setting ensures that you get the 


attention you deserve. Interact with faculty members who are involved in community health programs, 


intercollegiate sports and professional sports, including the Warriors and the Giants, while doing 


continual research to contribute to the best practices in the field.  


Faculty Contacts 


Motor Learning/Biomechanics  Craig Johnson 


Social/Historical Aspects of Sport  Deane Lamont 


Sport and Exercise Psychology  Steve Miller 


Exercise Physiology/Sport Nutrition  Derek Marks, PhD 


Sport and Recreation Management  Claire Williams, PhD 


Athletic Training/Sports Medicine  Megan Toma, M.S. ATC 


Health and Wellness   Sue Johannessen, M.A. 


Physical Education and Coaching  Shari Otto, PhD 


Randy Farris, M.S. 


 


Interested in learning more? Visit our website at www.stmarys-ca.edu/kinesiology 


Kinesiology Department 
P.O. Box 4500 
Moraga, CA 94575 
(925) 631-4377 
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1. Company Background 


1.1 Overview 


Gigfinder.com was purchased in 2007 with hopes that its descriptive name would bring 


organic traffic to the site. Located online, gigfinder.com has the ability to reach millions and 


bring artists, disk jockeys and bands together with fans that need their services. 


Launched February 1
st
, 2009, the site began to grow. Today the site has 


reached 1,035 members as of September 23, 2009. Gigfinder.com aims to match musicians 


trying to find gigs with people looking to book entertainment for parties, events, weddings and 


more.  
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1.2 Management Team 


 Co-Founders Edward and Larisa Genin solely operate Gigfinder.com from their home. 


With no music background themselves, the purchased the site in hopes that through a “catchy, 


descriptive” name they could use their online marketing experience to make gigfinder.com a 


success. Co-founder, Larisa Genin, is an associate professor at Saint Mary’s College of 


California.  She is a faculty advisor for the Saint Mary’s College American Marketing 


Association.  Having over ten years of professional experience, Larisa enjoys acquiring 


descriptive domain names. It is with her knowledgeable background and eagerness to enter the 


online market space that gives gigfinder.com such high hopes for success.  


1.3 Description of existing products and services 


 Currently 1,000 members have joined gigfinder.com. As members sign on to the site they 


are able to create a profile which enables them to connect with fans who need their services. On 


the other hand fans are able to log on and search for types of bands and artist who will fulfill 


their need for entertainment. Gigfinder.com allows its members 


to upload pictures, videos, demos and have personal blogs in order to help customers get to know 


them and their music.  
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1.4 Identify additional products/services/features not currently offered 


 Gigfinder.com has a lot going for them being a social network. Expanding on its ability 


to reach people over the internet, promoting the website would increase popularity and make 


gigfinder.com a household name. Ads on facebook.com and other popular social networks would 


increase popularity and create more traffic for the site. Creating an option for venues to come on 


to the site and advertise for need artists would provide more opportunity and bring together 


communities with local artists. Creating an image and style for gigfinder.com is the most 


important place to start.  A memorable and simple logo with a catchy 


motto will get people talking about gigfinder.com. Revising the site to make it easier for new 


members to navigate and use the site will allow more needs to meet on the site. Such options ad 


featured bands and new listing would help members find what they need faster. 
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2. Industry Outlook & Competitive Analysis 


2.1 Industry Outlook 


 Within the last two years the entertainment industry has 


jumped from $874 billion to $923.9 billion, with the advertising budget reaching $285.1 billion 


in 2008 (Plunkett). The entertainment industry has continued to show growth, regardless of the 


downward economic turn. Furthermore, from within the music industry, online music has been 


emerging as the newest leader in the last 10 years (Mintel). Online music revenues from 2005-08 


have projected to be around $7.2 billion. The industry has been furthered estimated to reach $12 


billion by 2011. The use of an online music industry will be a constant evolving and innovative 


market with a bright future.  


 Within the online music industry, online audio takes the lead with approximately $4.6 


billion in 2008. It topples its online video 


competitor with its $2.6 billion revenue that 


year. Social networking sites seem to be a new 


and in demand medium for distributing music. 


MySpace.com, although not a true competitor to Gigfinder.com, seems to be the leading site for 


trafficking customers to music sites.  
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 Internet is by far the medium that customers use 


to find music and communicate with others with musical 


talents and venues. The most profitable practice for the 


online industry is the paid downloads. This practice could 


be offered by Gigfinder.com, allowing them another way 


to create revenue.  


 Demographics show a younger male online presence for those who engage with the 


social networking music sites (Mintel). Slowly however, a more mass audience of all ranging 


ages and genders and ethnicities are starting to use music networking sites.  


 Social networking is becoming a quick leader on how people spend their time. Social 


networks create relationships between people and their content that they share. With an 


increasing 82% and an average time per person increasing 67% of minutes people spend on 


social networking and blog sites (Nielsen). Facebook is by no doubt leading the back with 144.3 


million users. MySpace is a close second with 116.1 million video streams (Nielson). From May 


2008 to May 2009 there has been a 12% increase in social networking sites within the United 


States, totaling an internet audience of 193,825 (Brian Solis). 


 Gigfinder.com’s website platform is hosted by Ning.com. According to Briansolis.com,  


the average time spent on Ning is 11:40mins, 5 visits per visitor. Their audience is 59% female 


and 41% male. The highest percentage, 25%, of people using or visiting Ning are between the 


ages of 35-44. 34% of Ning’s traffic has a household income of $25,000-$49,000; we can 


assume that some of Gigfinder.com’s traffic can come from part of Ning’s traffic.  
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  MySpace’s music/bands section is 


possible traffic that Gigfinder would like to attract. The highest indexing demographics for 


MySpace was people aged 18 to 24 and 12 to 17 (Nielsen). 


 Social networks have shown little to no evidence of slowing down growth. Mashable.com 


forecasts, “[that] by 2013, an estimated 52% of Internet users will be regular social network 


visitors”. 79.5 million (41%) of the US Internet user population visited social network sites at 


lease once a month in 2008, an 11% increase over the visits in 2007. EMarketer found that 62.8 


million of the US online social network users were people over the age of 18. By 2013, they 


predict that it will increase to 93.9 million, a 49.5% increase. 


2.2 Competitive Analysis 


 Gigfinder.com, although only launched in February 2009, has some minor competition. 


Direct competition would be BandsOfTheBay.com because they are local; however websites 


such as RentMyBand.com, GigMasters.com, and BandMix.com compete with Gigfinder.com 


nationally. 


2.2a BandsOfTheBay.com 
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Bands Of The Bay specifically targets the San Francisco Bay Area music scene. This 


company would most likely be the largest local competitor for Gigfinder.com. Gigfinder.com 


is based out of the East Bay, so the easiest potential target market to tap into would be where 


Bands Of The Bay is already dominating.  


2.2b RentMyBand.com, GigMasters.com, BandMix.com 


All three of these bands, Rent My Band, GigMasters, Band Mix, have music talents and 


venues that reach over the continental United States. They would be the top competitors for 


Gigfinder.com nationally. 


2.2c Top Competitors 


The top competitors for Gigfinder.com would be RentMyBand.com, GigMasters.com, 


BandMix.com, and BandsOfTheBay.com. Geography, the competitors could differ from 


where and who Gigfinder is currently targeting, but areas where they wish to excel and start 


to build a larger member database for. 


Rent My Band    


Founded in 2004, two musicians wanted to find an inexpensive way to find better paying 


gigs. They market to bands and musicians throughout the United States. However, to have 


access to the network connections that they have, the prospective client has to become a 


member. Although Gigfinder.com encourages visitors to become members, they have access 


to most of the resources (forums, members pages) where as visitors to RentMyBand.com do 


not. 
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GigMasters   


GigMasters offers the ability to search specific bands, musicians, or venues to their 


customers. They allow their customers to rate each GigMaster performer which guarantees 


success of the performance. The site has a nationwide database of every conceivable genre of 


performer, whereas Gigfinder has a smaller list. In addition to connecting the band/ musician 


to an event, the company books their gig online. This convenience for their customer allows 


them to pay on the spot to ensure that the performer is theirs for the event.  


BandMix  


“Connecting Musicians all over the United States” Having a motto is a challenge that 


Gigfinder needs to address. The 2003 site offers thousands of profiles of musicians searching 


for bands to participate in. 


Bands of The Bay          


Like Gigfinder, bandsofthebay.com is completely free to its customers. However, the have a 


partner site (earBuzz.com) which their customers can subsribe to for $5/month, This allows 


them to sell their songs and CDs on their profile page. Although Gigfinder does not have this 


asset, it could be a potential revenue stream. They describe their demographic as “local, 


young and music hungry”. They also have a music store where fans can purchase music from 
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their favorite artists. They have a specific target market of nightclubs, bars, bookstores, 


coffeehouses, restaurants and stadiums.  


2.2d Companies Advantages 


Gigfinder can market not only in the United States but they can potential have clients 


internationally as well. This gives Gigfinder a niche market, because none of their 


competitors have reached the international market yet.  


Most of Gigfinder’s competitors have a search option, which makes the navigation of the site 


much easier for its users. As seen above, all of their competitors have attractive logos, 


something that Gigfinder needs. Not necessarily an asset, but all of Gigfinder’s competitors 


have been in the “gig finding business” since the early 2000s, where as Gigfinder launched 


early this year.  
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3. Market Segmentation Strategy & Target Market 


3.1 Current Target Markets 


 Gigfinder.com’s first and foremost goal is establishing a larger member presence on the 


online social networking site while doing so “organically”. The largest target market that 


Gigfinder must focus on is their customers, mostly musicians, who create the actual profiles on 


the site. The musicians are there, primarily, to find gigs and that’s their main priority. Musicians, 


bands, djs, and entertainers are plainly stated in their tag line on the website. Within the target 


market of musicians, there are 


more specific type of musicians 


that might find Gigfinder of 


interest. Gigfinder has designed 


their profile set up to begin 


market segmentation. Guitarists, 


drummers, keyboardist, bassists, 


vocalists, saxophonists, 


composers, song writers, 


producers, lyricist, djs, dancers, models, photographers, agents, managers, artists, actors, makeup 


artists, hair stylists, trainers, tutors, or employers are all targets from the beginning when the 


person is asked to become a member to the site. Besides what type of musician you are, people 


are categorized by what type of instruments they can play. Whether the person can play the 


accordion, acoustin guitar, bagpipe, banjo, bass, bass guitar, bassoon, bouzouki, cello, clarinet, 


drums, fiddler flute, flute, guitar, harmonica, harp, harpsichord, keyboard, keys, lap steel, 


mandolin, oboe, organ, pedal steel, percussion, piano, piccolo, saxophone, sitar, steel drum, 
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string bass, synthesizer, trombone, trumpet, tuba, viola, violin, they are all smaller current target 


markers that Gigfinder hopes to  get as members. Another way that Gigfinder separates their 


target market is by what kind of genre the member is interested in.  


The different options for customizing one’s genre are  20’s hits, 30’s hits, 40’s hits, 50’s 


hits, 60’s hits, 70’s hits, 80’s 


hits, 90’s hits, acapella, acid, 


acoustic, Africian, 


laternative, background 


music, big band, bluegrass, 


blues, Brazilian, Broadway, 


cabaret, Cajun, calypso, 


Caribbean, Celtic, chamber 


music, children’s songs, 


Christian, classic rock, classical, cocktail lounge style, contemporary, country, country classic, 


country new, dance, death metal & trash, disco, do wop, easy listening, electronic, ethnic, 


flamenco, folk, French, funk, fusion, German, gospel, Greek, groove, grunge, hard core, hard 


rock and metal, Hawaiian, heavy metal, hip hop, industrial, Irish, Italian, jam, jazz, jazz 


contemporary, jazz fusion, jazz latin, Klezmer, Latin, mariachi, meditative, meringue, metal, 


Motown, Native American, new age, new music forms, oldies, opera, polka, pop, progressive 


rock, psychedelic, punk, R&B, ragtime, reggae, rock, rock & roll, Russian, salsa, ska, soul, 


swing, techno, top 40, variety, wedding, world music, and zydeco. Each of these subcategorizes 


allows for a smaller target market to emerge for Gigfinder.    
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 The second largest 


target market would be the 


venues that would host the 


musicians. Based on a study in 


2009, 25% of small businesses 


stated that they would increase 


spending on the medium this 


year (mashable.com). Small 


restaurants and venues are two different markets that are being targeted on the site. This is more 


of a smaller market for Gigfinder, but it needs to be enlarged so that the website can be true to its 


name. Spending more time targeting smaller restaurants, 


cafes, venues, and concerts might be a starting spot for 


Gigfinder to get its word out. 


 Currently on the site, there seems to be a high 


presence of musicians looking for bands or partnerships 


with other members. This creates an opening for another 


target market of musicians seeking bands or groups. 


 Gigfinder has established smaller target markets 


within the site for their members. There is a smaller 


presence on the site of recording studios hoping to find 


musicians who are willing to spend money and invest in 


recording. Production companies are also on the social 


networking site, hoping to find musicians who are ready to record and who need help with the 
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production and set ups of tracks and CDs. Event planning agencies are also present on the site. 


These agencies set up gigs with a list of entertainers ready and available.  


 The demographics for Gigfinder’s members seem to be quite random in regards to 


occupation, education, household size and family lifestyle. There seem to be slightly more males 


than females for members based on the member’s profiles. We assume that their income is 


probably in the middle to lower end of middle class. Most of the members seem to be struggling 


musicians looking to expand their portfolio of events and showcase their talent. There also might 


be a slight some well off people who are just looking for gigs to do as a side job because they 


enjoy playing music. The ages also vary; there are some members who seem to be in their teens 


or early 20s, some in the mid 20s, 30s, and a few on the older spectrum.  


The Geographics seem 


pretty sporadic in regards to the 


locations of the members and 


where they are willing to find 


gigs. The range of the members 


seems to be kept within the 


United States, however, but not 


limited to only a few states.  


 In regards to psychographics, most of the members probably value passion and a hard 


work ethic. They might have steady jobs or part time jobs to make ends meet; it would depend 


on how dependent they want to be on their music. They most likely spend longer amounts of 


time focused on their music or talent. 
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3.2 Identify Potential Market Segments to be Targeted 


Since there are opportunities to possibly advertise or be featured on myspace.com, there 


is a specific target market that Gigfinder would be looking to target. The largest market for 


myspace is teenagers from the age 0-14, making up 34% of their membership base. There is a 


fairly large percentage of 


females (64%) that spend 


their time on myspace 


compared to their 36% male 


counterparts (Briansolis.com). This would open up to a larger and more varied membership base 


as well as trying to induce more females to Gigfinder. 


Gigfinder uses Ning.com as their platform which allows 


for other potential markets to be targets. The average age of 


people who use Ning is 35-44, making up 25% of the total market 


for the social networking site. Again for the site, females 


dominate with a 59% over the 41% males. Ning has over 5.6 


million visitors solely within the United States (Briansolis.com). This would hopefully bring in 


more of the middle aged group to Gigfiner. The people who use Ning might be looking to host 


events or to find musicians to perform, which would help Gigfinder expand their venue 


membership base.  


Gigfinder has members who are writers, producers, photographers, artists, actors, models, 


dancers, and theatre, which are their smallest markets. If focused more on the musicians and the 
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venues, once Gigfinder has grown, there might be a possibility to spend more time to focus on 


these smaller niches.  
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4. Website Assessment 


4.1. Goals & Objectives 


 Gigfinder.com’s goal is to provide music artists with a medium to find musical gig and 


show opportunities.  It also wants to connect venues with artists so that they may find musical 


talent to play their shows.  


4.2. Website Assessment & Current Online Initiatives 


4.2.1. Graphic Design and Aesthetics 


 Gigfinder’s opening page does not immediately catch the viewer’s attention. The dark 


colors of the background and borders especially make the front page seem dull and uninviting.  


The site’s main banner is very plain and graphically as well as aesthetically uninteresting; since 


this is the first thing viewers will see, it should certainly be more vibrant and eye-catching.  Once 


the page fully loads, one of the first sections of the page that can is seen is a “members” section 


that contains 30-40 small 


color thumbnail 


pictures; this may be the one 


section the viewer will look 


too first because of the 


vibrant colors of the 


images.  


 Gigfinder’s 


website looks pretty much 
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just like it’s home page.  It has a faint grey blue background and a dominant dark green 


background on the individual sections.  The dark green background definitely dominates the 


entire site making it seem congested and crammed.  A better use of color would involve a lighter 


background.  This will provide a better foundation to make the important materials of the site 


more noticeable and prominent.  It will also help reduce the congested feeling. 


 Cramming also takes an effect on some of the horizontal spacing. For example, there 


should be more space between the menu bar and the first sections of the home page; this will 


show the viewer more clearly the navigation options of the site. 


4.2.2. User Friendly Website? 


 Gigfinder’s website can be user friendly to an extent; the menu bar presents the different 


options correctly making it easy to find the section you want.  However, the sections within 


themselves have to be reorganized.  For example, the “gigs” section of the page is merged with 


the “discussion forum” section.  Considering that finding gigs is the main purpose of the site, it 


would be appropriate for “gigs” to have its own section that can be searched in categories. 


 One negative of the site is that you have to sign up to browse any other page other than 


the home page; It would be better to be able to look around without having to 


signing up.  A lot of people may see that you have to sign up to browse the 


site and may steer away from it. This creates an advantage for competing sites 


that do not requires sign up for browsing. 


 There is no search option on the site’s home page making it harder for 


viewers to find specifically what they need.  Some sections (especially on the 
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main page) do not have to be included in the site.  For example, there is a section in the middle 


portion of the page on the right side that displays birthdays of the site’s members; this is an 


unnecessary section to have and should be replaced or taken to relieve cramming. 


4.2.3. Keyword Phrases 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


Find Band Gigs Over 25 Over 25 Over 25 Over 25 


Booking Music 


Shows 


Over 25 Over 25 Over 25 Over 25 


Music Gigs Over 25 Over 25 Over 25 Over 25 


Find Local 


Venues 


Over 25 Over 25 Over 25 Over 25 


Music Artists Over 25 Over 25 Over 25 Over 25 


 


4.2.4 Online Advertising, Sales Promotion & Public Relations 


 Gigfinder does not employ online advertising, sales promotion or public relations at this 


time.  They should however incorporate all three of these methods as soon as the amount of hits 


on the website continues to grow. Once Gigfinder has revenues coming in they should take 


advantage of advertising, sales promotion and public relations. 


4.2.5 Membership & Community Facilities 


 Gigfinder currently does not have any membership or community facilities. It would 


improve their marketing efforts if they had a 


community facility to have events at and give artists 


gigs to play at. By doing so, Gigfinder would build 
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relationships with their customers and their customers would want to continue to work with them 


by using their site to find more gigs. 


4.2.6 Newsletter, Newsgroups & Chats 


 Gigfinder offers online chats between members of the site. This can be useful because the 


message is delivered instantly and if you have a question, it can be answered quickly. Gigfinder 


should do a newsletter or have a way to communication with their customers about new features 


on their websites, new events or recaps of events and promotions.  The chats and newsletter 


could also be a great way for members and venues talk about bands or for bands to talk between 


themselves about which venues are good. 


4.2.7. Audio & Video Components 


 Giving members the ability to upload audio and video onto the site could be one of the 


biggest ways to add value to Gigfinder.com.  The site already gives artists the option to upload 


video and they link the videos to the artist’s personal 


page.  This is very important because it allows venues 


to watch the videos and see how different artists 


perform live; the venue can then make a more 


educated decision on who they want to hire to play 


their shows.  


 Although Gigfinder claims to give its members the ability to upload their songs or audio 


clips onto their individual pages, it seems to be difficult to figure out.  An audio component 


directly on the artist’s page would add a lot of value to the site because it would give both venues 


and other members the opportunity to listen to the band’s music.  This would also benefit the 
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artists because they would be able to not only search for gigs on the site, but showcase their 


music too. 


4.2.8. Content Strategy Recommendations 


 There are many things that can be added to boost Gigfinder’s value and productivity.  


One section that can be added to the home page specifically is a “What’s Hot” Section, showing 


and providing a direct link to the top 10 artists, songs and videos.  It would also be good to add a 


section that shows what venues are currently searching for musical artists to play a gig.  This 


way, artists would know exactly where to look in order to find a venue in need of performers. 


 Another important feature to improve on is the site’s artist search system.  It would be 


very beneficial to categorize all of the artists into genre and city.  This would make it far easier 


for venues and members to find the type of artists they are looking for and also artists that are in 


the same area as them. 


 Finally, adding a profile distinction to the site would help Gigfinder tremendously.  This 


means asking a user to define him/herself as either an artist, a fan, or a venue.  This distinction 


will make clear for what purpose each user is using Gigfinder.  With this feature on the site, it 


would also leave room for modifications to users’ individual pages based on their needs.  


Therefore, the artist, fan, and venue page set-ups would each be different depending on what is 


most useful to each profile type. 


4.2.9. Developing Pages in Other languages 


 For now, Gigfinder should not develop pages in other languages. Gigfinder needs to 


establish itself in the United States before they expand to other countries. It is not worth all the 
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time and effort that would be needed to go into the translations. Ultimately, Gigfinder would also 


have an unnecessary risk of improper translation. 


4.3 New Online/Website-Related Strategies 


 To get more people to register to the site, Gigfinder should make certain features on the 


site exclusively available to registered users.  This would mean making more of the site available 


to unregistered guests so that there is exclusivity between them and the site’s members.  


Examples of exclusive features could be an email notification on gig opportunities or chances for 


your band to be featured on Gigfinder’s home page. 
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5. Business-to-Business Marketing: Strategic Alliances and Partnerships 


 


The goal of Gigfinder.com is to be the ultimate place “to post and find gigs for musicians, 


bands, djs and entertainers”. We have come up with several companies and organizations that 


Gigfinder could potentially align with and form a strategic partnership. Those companies are: 


Facebook.com, Myspace.com, Twitter.com, Youtube.com, the Vans Warped Tour, and the Red 


House in Walnut Creek, CA.   


 


1. Facebook.com   
 


Facebook.com is the most used social networking site in the world with over 300 million 


users worldwide, according to a 2009 Compete.com survey. That statistic alone pretty 


much explains why Facebook would be a great strategic alliance for any company. 


Facebook.com allows users to create a personal profile and post pictures and information 


as well as update their statuses throughout the day. Users can add friends to view their 


profiles and post messages on each other’s profiles. Facebook users can also join and 


create different groups which may be of interest to them and petition their friends to join 


as well. The exposure that Facebook would bring to Gigfinder.com is tremendous. It 


would be a great alliance for Gigfinder.com because of its access to so many people and 


its ability to create groups which cater to users specific interests, which in this case would 


be music. A great marketing strategy for Gigfinder would be to create a group and 


request members to join the group based on their interest in music. Gigfinder would also 


have a personal page of their own where someone must be in charge of requesting friends 


and updating status with new available gigs and artists. Members of the Facebook group 


could also connect with one another and talk directly to each other via Gigfinder’s page. 
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Gigfinder should also have a link on their website saying “Join us on Facebook”. A vivid 


presence on Facebook is bound to gain exposure for any new company or organization.        


    


 


2. Myspace.com        
 


Myspace.com was recently bumped out of the number one spot as the most used social 


networking site by Facebook.com. However, Myspace continues to be one of the most 


popular social networking sites worldwide. Myspace works very similarly to Facebook, 


where users can create their own personal profile pages and share pictures and other 


information with others. However, Myspace has a special feature differentiating it from 


Facebook. Myspace Music, which caters to musicians who can create profiles based 


around their music to showcase their talents, has become a huge success in helping 


discover talented artists such as Sean Kingston and Lily Allen. These artists tend to gain 


popularity through the friends they have and the fans they obtain. As a strategic alliance 


and partnership, Gigfinder would take a different approach with Myspace, specifically 


targeting the Myspace Music site and putting emphasis on helping its members find gigs 


to showcase their talents rather than online fans. Myspace Music would have a link to 


Gigfinder on their site and could use Gigfinder to help its artists find gigs in their area. 


Myspace would take care of showcasing artists and bands and their talents, while 


Gigfinder would focus on finding gigs for these bands to play at. The two would go hand 


in hand and could develop an extremely profitable partnership.  


3. YouTube.com    
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YouTube.com is another one of the most visited websites in the country. YouTube is a 


video sharing website which allows users to upload and share videos with the world. 


Videos gain popularity through the number of “hits” they receive, or how many people 


view the video. Anyone can view YouTube videos, however, some videos are only able 


to be viewed by registered members. A great way for Gigfinder to align with YouTube 


would be to feature a “Gigfinder channel” on YouTube which streams videos uploaded 


by members of Gigfinder.com. This would be another way for people and venues looking 


for gigs to preview artists and bands before they book them. Although Gigfinder 


currently does allow members to upload videos, these videos are only viewable on 


Gigfinder.com. When members sign up on Gigfinder and upload videos, they could be 


asked if they would like their video to be viewed on the Gigfinder channel on YouTube 


as well. Putting videos on YouTube, one of the most visited sites, would definitely gain 


exposure not only for the band or artist, but for Gigfinder as well. Both Gigfinder and 


YouTube would have links to each other’s sites. Prospective bands, artists and venues 


may even stumble across Gigfinder.com while uploading or searching for videos on 


YouTube.  


 


4. Twitter.com    
 


Twitter.com, has quickly become one of the top social networking sites in the country 


right along with Facebook and Myspace. What makes Twitter different is its ability to 


allow members to constantly and frequently update their statuses. Twitter users are 


constantly answering the question, “What are you doing?” Members of Twitter obtain 


“followers”, or people who want to be informed when whomever they are following 
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updates his or her status. For Gigfinder, Twitter would work as a way to constantly post 


and update gigs or venues looking for gigs. Followers of Gigfinder would be instantly 


notified when Gigfinder posts a new gig. Gigfinder would have a link on their website, as 


many sites do, saying “Follow us on Twitter”. Followers, once registered on Twitter, 


would then be notified every time a new gig or artist is posted on Gigfinder.com. Like 


Facebook and Myspace, Twitter is another way to expand Gigfinder’s online presence. 


 


 


5. Vans Warped Tour   
 


The Vans Warped Tour is an all-day music and sporting event that usually takes place 


once a year around the country. The event is often held in large fields or parking lots, and 


sports often include skateboarding and BMX/motocross. The Warped Tour is known for 


hosting up and coming artists and bands usually within the punk rock music category, 


however, that category is widely expanding. The Tour has featured well-known bands 


such as Blink-182, Sum 41, Good Charlotte and Fall Out Boy. The Warped Tours 


encompass everything Gigfinder is trying to do: gain exposure for unknown artists and 


bands. It would be great exposure for Gigfinder to team up with the Warped Tour and 


create an alliance with them, encouraging the Tour to use the Gigfinder site to find bands 


for the event. The Warped Tour could have an exclusive deal with Gigfinder using the 


website to find bands for its next tour. The Warped Tour would be great proof that 


Gigfinder’s services are real and that the website really does work. It would be another 


great way for Gigfinder to gain popularity.    
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6. Red House – Walnut Creek, CA   
 


Red House in Walnut Creek caters to a musician’s every need. Red House offers music 


lessons, recording services, band workshops, rehearsal studios and weekly shows all in 


one place. The venue caters to young, up and coming bands and artists in the genres of 


original rock, metal and indie music. What makes Red House really special is the fact 


that unlike many other similar venues, Red House is an all ages venue. It is important for 


Gigfinder to not limit itself to the over 21 crowd. Red House would be a great strategic 


alliance for Gigfinder’s local, bay area exposure. Both Gigfinder and Red House could 


have links on each other’s websites. Red House would be a featured venue on Gigfinder’s 


site with dates posted and information updated daily. Red House could even designate 


one night a week or month for artists and bands exclusively found on Gigfinder.com, and 


offer special perks to performers found on Gigfinder which would encourage the use of 


both the website and the venue.     


 


 Facebook.com, Myspace.com, YouTube.com and Twitter.com are among the top visited 


websites in the country. These websites aren’t just for casual socializing. Businesses everywhere 


are teaming up with these websites to help gain exposure for their company and to be more 


accessible to their clients. You will notice that many businesses and organizations have links to 


these popular websites on their own websites, encouraging those interested to befriend or follow 


them. These social networking and sharing sites are really all about networking and gaining 


exposure, and Gigfinder’s presence on these sites is bound to improve Gigfinder’s popularity. 
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Not to mention, because Gigfinder is an online company, it is extremely important for them to 


have a vivid online presence. Although Facebook, Myspace, YouTube and Twitter are great for 


Gigfinder’s online presence, the Vans Warped Tour and Red House in Walnut Creek, CA are a 


great start for Gigfinder’s local and tangible presence. By teaming up with the Warped Tour and 


Red House, this allows people to see Gigfinder in action. If a band found on Gigfinder.com were 


to perform at the Warped Tour or at Red House, people could see that Gigfinder is real and that it 


does actually work. We think these six companies and organizations would all contribute 


tremendously to Gigfinder’s popularity and lead the company on its way to the top.    
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6. Strategic Marketing Plan 


6.1 Company’s Message 


 The current brand name (the company name) is fitting for the service it is aiming to 


provide; from reading the site’s name, it can be easily guessed that the site provides a means for 


people to find shows/gigs to play or possibly to attend.  It is safe to say that people will not 


assume it is a job finding site because most people associate the term “gig” to a musical show, 


performance, or act. 


 The company currently does not have a logo or any symbol to recognize it by.  Now, 


since it is competing for attention both in the fields of 


networking and music, it is an important thing to have.  Many 


different approaches can be taken in making the company’s 


logo.  One approach is making the logo relate somewhat to the 


industry or service. For example, maybe using two treble clefs 


from musical notation to form the “G” and “F” from the 


name.  This will show the site’s users that the site is clearly meant for musicians.  However, it 


might be best for the company to go with the approach of having a symbol.  People generally 


tend to latch onto pictures more than words so perhaps a simple image (logo) will give the 


company more recognition in the industry.  This way, people will notice the symbol as a whole 


and automatically refer it to GigFinder.  It is more effective because it also does not make the 


target audience read every time they see the logo. 
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 GigFinder’s current slogan/motto on the main page 


of the site is: “post and find gigs.”  The company has the 


right idea in terms of length; it should be short and simple 


for people to remember.  The current slogan could work because it comes straight to the point of 


what the site is about.  Other slogans that could work are: “the alternative to booking agents” or 


“the easy way to find gigs.”  These options showcases the site’s reliability and the site’s 


productivity. 


 The company’s color scheme should certainly lean more towards colors that promote 


comfort or reliability.  This message will draw more 


musicians towards the site because of the common 


difficulties involved in finding gigs; musician will 


take comfort in and trust a site that makes it easier 


for them to find places to play and showcase their 


music to fans especially because it is general a 


difficult and stressful process.  The first color that comes to mind would be Blue because it 


demonstrates trust and security.  However, other networking companies such as Facebook and 


Myspace are already using these colors intensively and GigFinder should try to use different 


colors to separate it self from these person to person networking sites.  The best color option 


would probably involve Brown because it will show the site’s reliability and comfort to it’s 


users.  Reliability is an important trait to show in the company especially because its target 


clients work in an industry that is always unpredictable and fluctuating.  They of all people will 


most likely to latch onto a service they know is reliable. 


6.2   Marketing Strategy: Goals and Objectives   
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 The goal of Gigfinder.com is to become the ultimate place “to post and find gigs for 


musicians, bands, djs and entertainers”. It is the main objective of Gigfinder.com to connect 


people with one another and help artists and entertainers find gigs. Most importantly, Gigfinder 


needs to develop a marketing strategy that keeps members coming back to the site both seeking 


and posting gigs. That means creating an interactive website and allowing users of all ages to 


communicate with one another. The website needs to be updated frequently and the content must 


be monitored. Gigfinder.com also needs to team up with appropriate companies and develop 


meaningful relationships and partnerships with those companies. Because Gigfinder is an online 


company, and very much aiming to be a major social networking site, it is even more crucial that 


they expand their online presence and make themselves more visible on social networking sites 


such as Facebook, Myspace and Twitter. Aligning with organizations like the Vans Warped Tour 


and local clubs is also a 


great way for Gigfinder 


to expand their 


popularity giving them a 


physical presence. With 


that said, online presence is going to be the key to success for Gigfinder.com and the website can 


become the top social networking site for music and entertainment. 


6.3 Marketing Vehicles and Promotional Techniques 


 6.3.1 Search Engine Optimization Strategy 
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Since Gigfinder.com is such a strong domain name, a lot of the searches by potential 


customers is done without much effort needed. However, to help define people’s 


searches, Gigfinder currently has 


keywords: bands, musicians, 


guitarists, drummers, singers, djs, 


dancers, photographers, gigs, and 


entertainers.  


When searched in Google, 


Gigfinder does not appear on the 


first five pages for any of the keywords. One of the challenges could be finding funding 


to pay Google to have Gigfinder appear on the pages based on these specific search 


engine keywords. To help increase location for keywords within the search, new and 


more keywords can be created. 


To stick to Gigfinder’s niche of the market, eliminating the keywords: “dancers” and 


“photographers” would be beneficial to sending potential markets to the site. Investing 


some money to make these keywords stronger to direct more people to the site would 


greatly benefit the traffic flow. “Music gigs”, “entertainment” “music finder” “musicians 


bands for gigs” “performance” “musical venue” “finding gigs” “finding musicians” 


would be possible keywords to help strengthen Gigfinder’s presence in search engines. 


Gigfinder’s competitor “GigMasters.com” was found within the first five pages for both 


bands and guitarists. This is probably due to the funding that GigMasters is sending to 


Google to get their site more well known and seen. 
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 6.3.2 Social Media Strategy 


 Gigfinder.com is currently a potential social 


media strategy because it encourages interaction between its members. However, based 


on Alexa.com the site is ranked roughly 1.1 millionth and has only been linked 40 times. 


Having a RSS feed from the site could be potential to bloggers. Contacting music 


bloggers could help attract more traffic, as well as having Facebook and twitter accounts. 


However, the downside would be having man power to constantly monitor, maintain, and 


update the sites.  


Gigfinder.com does allow photo and images to be uploaded with approval, so this does 


help social interaction to some extent. A live chat is also available for members that are 


visiting the site at the same time. 


6.3.3 Advertising 


Currently, Gigfinder has not spent money on advertising. Banner ads on Google, would 


be beneficial to targeting potential markets. Other music sites, such as, Pure Volume, 


would be a potential place to advertise. Online music magazines would also help create 


awareness for the site. Banner ads on myspace.com in the music section, would 


encourage traffic to Gigfinder by musician or even fans.  
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6.3.4 Direct Marketing 


 Email blasts to members could encourage more interaction 


activity on the site. Research and surveys could be done for what the customers are 


looking for from the site – this allows for continuous improvement. Updates could be 


announced about new venues that are looking for musicians, or paid ads within an email 


newsletter by bands looking for musicians.  


6.3.5 Public Relations  


Emailing smaller online magazines could possibly help with a stronger public 


relations. It would give the magazines something to write about, as well as help attract 


musical talent in the local area.   Reaching out to members to promote in their hometown


  as well as promote Gigfinder at the actual events. 


Having a “news” section would help get more members recognized, as well as allow for 


opportunities for Gigfinder to reach  out to the surrounding communities. Finding 


bloggers and keeping an active twitter would strengthen a positive image for Gigfinder.  
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 Having a sponsorship at local music venues 


would also be productive for Gigfinder. Van’s Warped Tour or Battle of the Bands, are 


possible opportunities of events for Gigfinder to sponsor and create awareness of their 


site.   


 6.3.6 Sales Promotions 


Gigfinder could co-sponsor contests or giveaways by posting them on their site on behalf 


of venues. Co-sponsoring allows for a strong partnership with venues as well as 


encourages Gigfinder membership interaction for a contest/giveaway. Different concert 


venues or musically relative events would be a great place for Gigfinder.com to start. 


These types of events would be a great place to  


spread Gigfinder.com’s name out there. Sporting event would be another excellent place 


to alliance Gigfinder.com’s name and logo with. Almost all sporting events need 


performing and they could begin to find bands or artists through the website.  
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6.4 Revenue Streams 


At this time, Gigfinder does not have any revenue streams. 


Gigfinder should start out by considering using Google Ads. It is a fast and easy way to 


display relevant Google ads on your website and earn money. The only negative about Google 


ads is that it will cost Gigfinder money to use them through Ning. Gigfinder will have to make 


sure that they will be able to offset Ning’s cost where they are still making a profit and not losing 


money. 


             Sell ad space on your website which will target the advertisements to the right visitors 


and generate more revenue for Gigfinder. You generate revenue based on a per-click basis or the 


cost-per-thousand. The company you chose to do the ads through will collect all the payments on 


your behalf and ensure a timely and accurate payment to Gigfinder. Myspace ads can also be a 


good place to advertise. Their ads are based on strategic marketing and Gigfinder’s ads can only 


appear on the myspace music pages. 


             Another way Gigfinder can generate revenue is by setting up premium services that the 


site offers. For example, have a directory for musicians and you charge costumers a listing fee to 


have their name appear on the directory. 
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7.  Pricing Strategies 


7.1. Existing Pricing Strategy 


 Gigfinder.com is currently not charging customers to use it’s website.  Therefore, this 


should be having an affect on GigFinder that is similar or the same to that of a company that has 


implemented a penetration pricing strategy.  By not charging customers to use the site, the 


company should be able to attract more customers, thereby moving from the unknown newcomer 


stage to the “brand-recognition” stage or even to the “brand-preference” stage. 


7.2. Recommended Pricing Strategies 


Gigfinder.com is on the right path in terms of their pricing strategy so far.  Since the site 


has only just now passed the 1,000 members mark, it is recommended that it keep its site free to 


all members until the site receives more traffic 


and recognition.  Once Gigfinder.com has 


reached a high point in the recognition stage 


or has reached the preference stage, the 


company should start to implement a product-line pricing strategy.  At this point there will be 


enough people that know about the site and who will be willing to pay for its service.   


 Gigfinder.com should then divide its service into 3 different account options to present to 


its users.  These options would be a basic account, a pro account, and an ultimate account.  The 


basic account would be free to all users but would only provide simple services such as being 


able to network with bands and venues.  The pro account would be the first option that requires a 


monthly or annual payment.  This account would give users more site capabilities; for example: 


it could offer increased user profile customization as well as the option to receive Gigfinder.com 
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e-mail updates from users’ favorite artists and venues.  Finally, the ultimate account would 


provide members with all of the benefits included in the pro account along with new additions 


only available to ultimate account members.  Although the ultimate account would cost the most, 


it would give members every service that Gigfinder.com has to offer.  By implementing this 


pricing strategy, Gigfinder.com would give its members the option to choose which type of 


account would suit them the best depending on what they need. 
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8. Conclusion and Recommendations 


8.1 SWOT Analysis 


Strengths: 


1. Gigfinder.com is a very common web domain name, which attracts potential customers 


organically. The company does not have to put much, if not any, money into growing the 


brand name, because it is easily searchable 


on the web.  


2. Website is free so there is no reason for 


members not to join. Offering Gigfinder’s 


services for free, encourages people to have 


a membership and thus engage in the site.  


3. Open to the entire United States; will 


reach out to a lot of people. By having a national reach, members are not subjected to 


having to search for an agent within their area. 


4. Site is starting to build a strong network within, which will lead to a more development 


social media website.  


Weaknesses: 


1. Site has a lot of search options, might make it hard for members to connect with other 


members. Since there are a lot of options for types of artists, instruments played, possible 


venues, that it makes it difficult for members to search for what they are looking for. 


2. Have not invested in advertising so 


finding gigfinder.com has been difficult 


for potential customers. Options like 
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paying for ads on Google, could enhance the search ability for Gigfinder.   


3. There are no fixed employs to regulate and maintain the site, so chances for potential 


customers and enlarging the target market have been compromised. 


4. Because there are offering the service for free, it will be difficult to find sustainable 


revenue options for the company. This could limit the potential that the sight can reach.  


Opportunities: 


1. Invest in Google ads and promote website to 


build brand name strength. There are other 


venues, like bloggers that could help spread 


awareness of the company.  


2. Lots of venues that would be willing to build 


alliances with gigfinder.com. Having Gigfinder, 


eliminates the middleman of having to work for 


an agency. 


3. Provide free service to connect bands and artists with those in need of their service if 


site can be better organized. People are always willing to join sites, even if they haven’t 


heard much about it, if it is of no cost to them. 


4. Redesign website to make easier to use and create a more loyal member base. 


Constantly making the site simpler for customers, would attract more customers. 


Threats: 


1. Lots of people in the field that have more recognizable name brands. A lot of 


competitors have already penetrated the music market, making it harder for Gigfinder to 


make a name for themselves. 
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2. Hard to attract more well known bands already associated with record labels that 


arrange gigs for them. Larger and better known 


bands and venues use other ways to get gigs.  


3. By using Ning, the site is limited to the options it 


has, could prevent from more successful web 


design. 


4. Competitors have already penetrated areas of the market, which allows them to be the 


leaders in the niche market.  


8.2 Recommendations/Strategies 


8.2a 20 Recommendations/Strategies 


Market Penetration  


1) Keeping the site updated with new information  


2) Sponsor events for members  


3) Offer more profile customization  


4) Offer discounts and or promotions if Gigfinder starts offering more 


customization/expertise help  


5) Create an exclusive mailing list and email new information to current members 


 Market Development   


1) Advertising on web sites that would complement Gigfinder  


2) Sponsor events/have Gigfinder represented at different musical events/concerts 


(booth)  


3) Advertise in prominent music magazines (AP, Guitar World, Revolver etc.)  


4) Create a strategic alliance with Myspace and Facebook 
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5) Create a strategic alliance with a local club for musicians  


 Product/Service Development  


1) Create a search portion to the site that allows bands to search for venues that meet their 


criteria (an advanced search even). Make the same search available to venues searching 


for artists.  


2) Make a chart available for users to see stats on both venues and bands; the venues' 


charts will have the numbers of people who attended their past and most recent shows. 


The artists' charts will show ratings and crowd responses on them from past and recent 


shows they've played. Crowd draw can be included if the information is available.  


3) Create a "Top Artists" and "Top Venues" section that can be specified by a search 


system.  


4) Create a “Featured Artist” section which changes weekly to spotlight different artists 


or groups 


5) Organize the site so that it is easier to navigate  


 Diversification  


1) Make an option for fans to sign up to gig finder (limiting what they can see from the 


artists' profiles)  


2) Invest in ways for Gigfinder.com to have an application put on Facebook  


3) Eventually, make a way for A&R or Producers to contact artists through 


Gigfinder.com  


4) Reach out to local clubs for musicians in different bay area locations 


5) Be sure that Gigfinder is friendly to all different genres of music 


 
8.2b Top 5 Recommendations/Strategies 
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Pros/Cons 


  


1) Keep the site updated with new information 


Pros: Site is always current and up to date. 


-Members can rely on current information. 


Cons: None 


2) Offer more profile customization 


Pros: Members can personalize their profiles and cater to their personal interests. 


-Members can differentiate themselves from others. 


Cons: If not made clear, could cause some confusion. 


-Could clutter profiles. 


3) Advertising on websites that would complement Gigfinder 


Pros: Create exposure for Gigfinder, add to the site’s popularity. 


Cons: If not done properly, could cause more popularity for the site Gigfinder is being 


advertised on rather than Gigfinder itself. 


4) Create a search portion to the site that allows bands to search for venues that meet their 


criteria (an advanced search even). Make the same search available to venues searching 


for artists.  


Pros: Allows members to find what they are looking for more quickly. 


Cons: Must make sure that the search is thorough or it could leave out some venues.  


5) Reach out to local clubs for musicians in different bay area locations 


Pros: Create exposure for Gigfinder. 


Cons: If not careful, that exposure could stay local and  never reach  the mainstream.  


 


8.2c Best Recommendation/Strategy 


We believe the best recommendation and strategy is to advertise on websites 


that would complement Gigfinder. Websites like Facebook and Myspace is 


where Gigfinder is going to gain its ultimate exposure. Also, although 
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Gigfinder is a social networking site, it is specifically geared towards music 


and musicians and does not specifically do what other social networking 


sites do. Gigfinder’s presence on these sites can only gain exposure for the 


website and create a new buzz around Gigfinder.com.  
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Students Take Social Justice to the Web 


They Create Websites Based on Lasallian Principles 
 


There are thousands — maybe millions — of websites on the Internet dedicated to social justice 


causes and issues. How do you make your website stand out from the rest? 


 


That‟s the question students in the “From Web Design to Interactive Art” class had to answer. 


Their professor challenged them to learn the best principles of web design in just a month and 


then use their newfound knowledge to create a working interactive website based on a Lasallian-


inspired message. 


 


More than 20 students brought a cause or issue based on a Lasallian-concept, such as prevention 


of animal abuse, sustainable living or inclusive community, to life through an interactive web 


design. 


 


“My inspiration for my website, „Love Sees No Gender,‟ was based on the Lasallian principle of 


having an inclusive community, which welcomes all kinds of people, regardless of sexual 


orientation or gender,” said Lisa Phan ‟13. 


 


The students applied their new skills in typography, design and color theory plus basic skills in 


Photoshop, Dreamweaver and Flash to create the Lasallian-themed sites. 


 


Thinking Outside the Box 
 


Freund encouraged students to “think in a multi-linear way” and to “design something that calls 


for a much more weblike structure of thought.” Students read texts to learn more about 


transitioning from nonlinear thinking to conceptual interactivity.  


 


The web is full of examples of art, but the challenge for the students was to build a design that 


included an interactive aspect that went beyond website navigation.  


 


“I never knew that a website required so many elements to make it professional and organized,” 


said Andrea Mairena ‟14, who designed a site called “Genetically Modified Food.” She said her 


goal for the site was “to teach our peers how world hunger is a very important issue and the way 


governments are trying to resolve this issue is by genetically manipulating food.”  


 


While some of the sites focused on broad concepts, others were inspired by specific issues 


discussed on campus. Mike Aguilera ‟13 remembered seeing a flyer about a talk sponsored by 


CILSA on Nike‟s alleged use of sweatshops to produce its athletic gear. “I couldn‟t make it (to 


the talk), so I did my own research on the subject,” he said, and then he designed a site to bring 


the issue to a wider audience. 


 


The Power of the Medium 
 


Many students had no idea how much graphic design could impact the world, and through their 







projects, they came to understand the power of the medium. “It has basically been the most 


useful class I have taken at Saint Mary's so far when it comes to my career goals,” said Jacqui 


Lindo ‟11, a digital arts major. 


 


Most of the student websites aimed to simply increase public awareness of a social justice issue, 


but others added ways for the public to provide feedback or take action. Lizza Garcia ‟14, 


designed a website to get people involved in the American Cancer Society‟s Relay for Life. 


“There are so many opportunities to help out,” she said, “and my website is just the start for 


getting the word out there.”  


 


During the course, the students realized that without raising awareness of social justice issues 


through an online outlet, many of the topics would never earn the support they need and deserve. 


The web design project gave them a chance to demonstrate their understanding of the issue and 


represent it through an artistic expression. 


 


Melinda Madden ‟14, said she hoped her site, “Equality,” would make an impact on the 


audience. “I hope that the community can learn through my website the true meaning of equality 


and gain a deeper understanding of it,” she said. 


 


Kelly Fisher ‟11 
 








Kelly Fisher


Honors Advertising Contract







• Ready to drink bottle alcoholic cocktail


• More like TGIF’s but with more flavors like 
Smirnoff Ice and Mike’s Hard


• Lower price point


• College Friendly


• All-in-one drink


• Sold individually, in a 6 pack or 12 pack







• Mix-Up
– Martini glass to represent the product


– Dark Purple to symbolize royalty


– Silver for sophistication and shine


• Tagline
– Ready. Set. Drink.


– The sophisticated cocktail







• Individual 8 oz. bottles 
(packs of 6 & 12)


– Party Pack


• Twist top


• Filter with flavors (i.e. 
lime for margaritas)


• Glass bottles


• Flavors


– Fuzzy Navels


– Margaritas 


– Cosmopolitan 


– Sea Breeze


– Bay Breeze


– Screw driver


– 7 & 7


– Long Island Ice Tea







• Individual bottles


• Martini glass style


Thicker body


Screw top lid


Filter for 
extra flavor


Bulk 
Packaging







• High quality, expensive 
mixing liquor 


• Grey Goose


• Patron


• Tanguray 10


• Hanger 1


• Ketle 1







• Top 5 mixed drinks requested by females


– Mimosa


– Mudslide


– Margarita


– Screw Driver


– Rum & Coke







Strengths


-Consumers interested in trying new 
drinks
-Convenient
-Multiple Flavors & Mixes
-Individual Size


Weaknesses


-Tough competitors with a large market 
share
-Consumers might not like product idea
-Challenger Brand


Opportunities


-Product not really in a dominating 
segment
-Twist Top


Threats


- More affordable price point







Who is my consumer?


• Men and women who want a pre-mixed 
drinks


– Slight female skew


• Demographics


– Adults Aged  21-25


– Nationally 







• Psychographics
– “College Minded”


– Want a quick & easy fix


– Consumers don’t want to have to buy all 
individual elements
• “Its easier. It saves money. Its classier.”


– Party-goers & entertainers


– Prefer it over beer
• “It just tastes better. Beer is for when you’re already 


drunk. Mixed drinks are to get your drunk.”







• Behavioral


– 1st Time Users


– Repetitive Users


– Willing to buy new brands







• Cultural Trends


– Affordable luxury


– Social


– Classy & Trendy Conscious


– Fashionistas







• Flavored alcoholic beverages industry is a $445 
million market


• Alcoholic Consumption in the Home


– Total US sales of nearly $80 billion in 2009 


– Tapering growth—up a minimal 1.2% from 2008-09


Source: Mintel







• The premium distilled 
alcohol market (products 
costing at least $60) 
continues to increase 
steadily


• Many are still willing to 
spend a little bit more on 
premium products that 
contribute towards 
relaxation


Source: Mintel











• Mike’s Hard Lemonade


• Smirnoff’s Ice


• TGIF’s 







• Mike’s Hard Lemonade


– Original


– Cranberry


– Mango Punch


– Pink Lemonade


– Pomegranate


Strengths
-Lots of Flavors
-Classic glass bottle
-Clean logo & packaging


Weaknesses
-Difficult to find all of the 
flavors
-Focuses only on men


Opportunities
-Lots of unique flavors


Threats
-Always trying new flavors







• Smirnoff’s Ice


– Raspberry


– Apple


– Regular


– Watermelon


– Cranberry Lime


– Strawberry


Strengths
-Single Serve
-Strong brand equity


Weaknesses
- Rarely introduces new flavors


Opportunities
- Continue to ride on Smirnoff 
branding


Threats
-Has large market share
-Brand awareness







• TGIF’s


– Midslide


– Margarita


– Pina Colada 


Strengths
-Single Serve
-Good mix of flavors


Weaknesses
-Handle size; not necessarily 
what the consumer wants
-Not much awareness


Opportunities
- Can introduce new flavors


Threats
-Produces popular flavors







Brand Target Strategy Comments Creative Media


Mike’s Hard 
Lemonade


Men Describing the 
drink as bold 
and strong


Fun but just 
as good as 
hard alcohol


“lemonade for 
grownups”


Guy – focused 
commercials, 
like tail gaiting 
(funny)


Smirnoff Ice Women Living up to 
the family 
name (off of 
the Smirnoff 
brand name)


Clean cut, 
crisp


“Be there”
“Chip off the 
old block”


Heavy club 
scene
Point of sale


TGIF Middle 
Aged 
People


Bigger 
handles for 
more in the 
home


Get what 
you want at 
the 
restaurant 
at home


“Add ice.
Throw in 
blender. Start 
party.”


No advertising, 
use their 
restaurants to 
advertise:
website & point 
of sale







• Customers indicate that they stick to a single 
brand when it comes to flavored alcoholic 
beverages
– Majority popular Smirnoff Ice


– 35% prefer to drink Mike’s Hard Lemonade


• 16% say that they would drink something other 
than the main flavored alcoholic beverage (FAB) 
suggesting that there is some fragmentation 
within the market


Source: Mintel/Fall 2004 Simmons NCS







• Female respondents were more likely to drink FABs 
– 21% compared to 15% for male respondents. 


• Early days of wine coolers that had fruity, tropical flavors 
and were positioned more towards a female consumer 
base, 
– Modern day FABs carry with them the perceived stigma of being 


a “feminine” drink. 


• Drinks like Smirnoff Ice, Bacardi Silver, and Jack Daniel’s 
Cocktails have attempted to counterbalance this perception
– Using hard liquor names on their spirits-branded flavored 


beverages
– These drinks are equally as popular among men as among 


women.


Source: Mintel /Fall 2004 Simmons NCS







• 35% of respondents have either not tried FABs 
and have no intention of doing so in the future. 


• 24% have tried them and are not planning to 
purchase them in the future. 
– Consumers seem to have internalized the notion that 


the FAB category still consists of the sweet and 
tropical coolers


• Both male and female respondents view FABs as 
the purview of the young and female
– An issue with image that the FAB industry is working 


to move away from. 
Source: Mintel


Opportunity to develop a line beyond sweet beverages, making it a quality product. 







• 19% of respondents drink FABs, which indicates 
that there is substantial room for growth
• Consumers continue to look for more interesting alternatives to 


beer.


• Some consumers are unclear on exactly what 
ingredients are found in certain FABs
– Education around the composition of “new age” FABs 


could be in order


• FABs are also viewed positively as a refreshing 
summer drink, and there is strong brand loyalty, 
with a full 48% of users saying that they stick to 
one particular brand of FAB


Source: Mintel







• Sales of FABs forecasted to grow 22% at constant 2004 
prices from 2004-2009. 


• By comparison, from 1999 to 2004, U.S. FDM sales of 
flavored alcoholic beverages increased 89% at constant 
2004 prices. 


• Of the three segments, spirit-branded FABs and 
lemonades will see the most robust growth—some 
44% at constant 2004 prices from 2004-2009. 


• As manufacturers continue to target men and update 
flavors that mirror other popular drink trends, this 
segment will continue to attract new consumers while 
maintaining current FAB users


Source: Mintel







• Move from the “sweet” stigma


• Position as a cocktail in a glass


• Educate target on ingredients


• Reinforce image conscious lifestyles







• People by 90% of flavored alcoholic beverages 
at supermarkets


• Provides customers with the variety they are 
looking for as well as a one-stop shopping 
experience. 


Source: Mintel







• In supermarkets, convenience stores


• Not in clubs


• Entertaining => where people shop for 
everything







• To provide the most precise information on 
DRIVE’s target audience, the following forms 
of research were conducted:


– Personal Interviews


– Secondary online research


– Quantifiable Data 


– Qualitative  Data 







Culture
High class, image 


conscious trend setters


Consumer
Skewed towards women


The sophisticated cocktail


Category
Flavored Alcoholic Beverages


Company
Classy, innovative


Mix-Up is the only flavored alcoholic beverage 
that is targeted to females who are interested in 
a pre-mixed sophisticated cocktail at a decent 
price.







• Mix-Up will be exposed to all the following 
medium in order to create brand awareness:


– Magazines


• Exclusive in female targeted magazines







– Magazine Placement


• People


• InStyle


• Cosmopolitan









